


The key foundation to any successful business is its “why” or as we call it at Our Success Group - The
Reason. Some people call it a mission, the reason for existing, a manifesto, or that thing that drives
you daily and helps with decisions. If this is clear, well thought out and part of your day-to-day, it
gives you that bedrock on which to build your foundation.

When I first started on my journey to more clearly discover my “reason”, it was a challenging process, but
also extremely valuable. I even got to a point where I was wondering if I even had a "special purposes".
After watching a movie called The Secret, I was drawn to Jack Canfield. I started reading his book, The
Success Principles. I attended one of his seminars and that got me to read and take the Passion Test by
Janet and Chris Attwood. But the real game-changer for me was taking the Clifton Strengthsfinder and
realizing my purpose flowed directly out of my strengths. Then the clean-up came from the book Finding
Your Why by Simon Sinek. It led me to my reason "Empowering proactive small business owners to
develop a winning mindset with resources to nurture essential FUNdamentals so they unlock their
potential." I share this to highlight some of the ah-ha moments for me;
● Follow and connect with people who resonate with you.
● Realized my passion is connected with my strengths.
● Language matters. The words that you use must speak to you and bring positive energy.

Many small business owners, when asked what their reason for starting their business is, will say “to
make money.” But the truth is your “reason” is not to make money, or to do some small thing. Your
“reason” is the driving force that goes well beyond just money. It is understanding why you want to make
money and why you do the small things you do. There is a deeper reason and it is your foundation. Having
a well-defined reason you can share with others gives a connection point or even a magnet to find your
ideal customers. We need to get clarity as to why you are in business, what drives you, and what things
also drive us a little crazy. Your “reason” will be at the intersection of those things.

What is the number one value that is important to you
and your business? Is quality work and getting things
right the #1 thing for you, or are speed and service more
important? It could be anything that you hold as a core
value to you. Secondly, what are you passionate about?
This is the thing that you find yourself doing with such
passion that two things happen. a) You have a hard time
even thinking about charging for it because it is so easy
for you, and b) you lose track of time when you are
engaged in this activity. That is your passion. Finally,
figure out what things drive you a little nuts. What are
your pet peeves? This is not a person or a thing, but
instead an action or a trait that you find annoying. The
opposite of the annoyance is a value or trait that is
important to you. The intersection of these three areas is
your “reason” because it is what drives you, it is what
connects you to others, and vice-versa and really it is
your purpose for doing what you do and having the

business that you have. If things are out of alignment with this, they will be di�cult and unfulfilling.
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Einstein famously said, “If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life depended on the solution, I
would spend the first 55 minutes determining the proper question to ask for once I know the proper
question, I could solve the problem in less than five minutes." Take that 55 minutes of more to answer
these questions, think of other questions that resonate with you. Then ask for feedback from others
that know you, get feedback from other stakeholders in your business. Once you have these questions
“answered” give them a review. Look for patterns, look for things that make you light up, and try to
summarize the answers even more.

My final suggestion is to take the questions below and transfer them to something that works for you.
I would personally copy and paste the questions into a Word document or Google Docs. Others might
want to write each individual question down on a separate sheet of paper, 3 x 5 cards, or a separate
sheet on a notepad. Whatever way will fit into your personal preferences? Don’t let the limitations of
the space provided below hold you back from really going deep. The questions on the following pages
were never meant to be printed out and filled in that way.

Beyond that, I’m here for you. We look at what we do at Our Success Group as “Your success is our
success”, and we are always looking to help empower people to their idea of success. Let me know if
there are other areas of your business you are feeling stuck and I will point you towards the resources
you need.

YOU ARE THE HERO - I’m humbled to be your guide,

Aaron Montgomery

Thank you so much for taking the time and clarifying your reason. Our Success Group would be honored to
strengthen your business with critical actionable resources like online training, interactive workshops,
advisory, and action-oriented mastermind groups, and success principles consulting we provide.
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Questions for Finding Your “Why”!

1. What do I love to do where I lose all sense of time?
➢

2. What do I absolutely hate about or hate doing in my business? (Be VERY specific)
➢

3. When I was a youngster, I always wanted to…?
➢

4. What do people come to me for advice or guidance about?
➢

5. If I had to guess what my passion is, I would say it is…?
➢

6. What do I truly want, but don’t believe I can ever have?
➢

7. What gives me a sense of freedom when I do it?
➢

8. If I knew I couldn’t fail, I would be doing …?
➢

9. If it was guaranteed I would be massively successful, I would be …?
➢

10. What would the ‘future me’ - 10 years from now - tell the ‘current me’ to do?
➢

11. What makes me so angry and heated I get all charged up? What is the exact opposite of that?
➢

12. What would I like to change or contribute to the world?
➢

13. If I had time to practice more, I’d be really good at __________.
➢

➢

14. When I am in a state of flow, I am…?
➢

15. My biggest fear of being successful is…?
➢

16. What do you want to have less of in your life or business?
➢

17. If I had $10 million dollars in the bank, I would…?
➢

18. If I didn’t care what other people thought or how it might affect them, I would be …?
➢

19. What are the three ways you create obstacles in your life and why?
➢

➢

➢

20. What has your inner voice been saying to you that you have been ignoring?
➢
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Beyond those questions, some other recommendations for you come from a gentleman named Simon Sinek.
This is his Golden Circle! He says that if you start with why, you have more connection, loyalty, and value than
those that focus on how or what.

Once we define the “Why” we can more clearly explain and connect to the “How - we are going to get there”
and the “What - we are going to do to get there”. When you start the other way around in any process, it is
nearly impossible to sustain because things happen. Do we really push as hard as we can because of a
t-shirt? No, we fight hard because of what the t-shirt represents, what decorating that shirt means to the people
buying it, and what it means to you to give them value. A value that is worthy of you getting paid what you are
worth. So I highly recommend buying the book “Finding Your Why” by Simon Sinek.

After having a chance to read that book, you will have a great road map. But with that being said, let me just
share with you the final piece after you get some clarity at the intersection of all of those questions you
answered. What is the pattern and what feels the best?

Then boil it down to this form:
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Your WHY Statement should be:
● simple and clear
● Actionable
● focused on how you’ll contribute to others, and
● expressed in affirmative language that resonates with you.

Lastly, we encourage you to send us your “why”. If you will email your “why” to us, we will happily for no
charge, review it, and email you back our thoughts, feedback, and additional resources that will help you on the
road to a better and more solid business. success@oursuccessgroup.com

Thank you so much for taking the time to read this whitepaper. Our Sucess Group would be honored to
strengthen your business with critical actionable resources like online training, interactive workshops,
advisory, and action-oriented mastermind groups, and success principles consulting we provide. If
you would like to discuss your business with us, SCHEDULE A CALL!
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